
KINGDOM – BODY – FLOCK – BRIDE 
 
The figures of the church are found in different places of the New Testament: “Head” & “Body,” Eph. 
1:22-23;  “Shepherd” & “Flock,” Jno. 10:16;  “Husband” & “Bride,” II Cor. 11:2;  “King” & “Kingdom,” 
Jno. 18:36.   These show the oneness of the Lord’s purpose.  Just as the “King,” “Head,” “Husband,” 
and the Shepherd are describing the same person – Jesus; so, the “Kingdom,” “Body,” “Flock,” and 
the “Bride,” are all describing the same people!  Jesus is the “Head,” the “Shepherd,” the “Husband,” and 
the “King,” of his people.  The Lord’s people are designated as the “Kingdom,” the “Body,” the “Flock,” and 
the “Bride.”  The Lord does not have four different kingdoms; nor does he have four different bodies; there 
are not four different flocks, nor does he have four different wives.  These four figures are describing the 
same people – which are one people – one head and one body! 
 
Jesus is said to be a “King,” “Head,” “Shepherd,” and a “Husband;” and yet, we understand he is the only 
one that is a “King,” a “Head,” a “Shepherd and a “Husband.”  So in like manner we understand all of the 
“Christians” are said to be the “Kingdom,” they are said to be the “Body,” they are said to be the “Flock,” 
and they are said to be the “Bride.”  I do not understand each of these figures describing a different people; 
but rather, different terms to describe the same people!  If we take the position the “Kingdom,” is one 
people and the “Body,” is another people, and the “Flock,” is another people and the “Bride still a different 
people, we produce an explanation that is beyond reason and logic!  There is “One Head over one Body,” 
there is “One King over one Kingdom,” “One Husband over one Bride,” and “One Shepherd over one 
Flock!”  So, we end up with one person being a “King,” a “Shepard,” a “Husband,” a “Head.”  Then we have 
the one people designated by different figures, “Kingdom,” “Body,” “Flock,” “Bride.”   There are different 
terms to describe the “one head” and there are different terms to describe the “one people.”  
 
There is only one law for all who are Christians, not one law for the people of the “Kingdom,” another law 
for the people of the “Body,” another law for the “Flock,” and another law for the “Bride!”  The one law that 
we have is “THE LAW OF THE SPIRIT OF LIFE IN CHRIST JESUS,” Rom. 8:1-2.  Sometimes when the 
Law has reference to the Kingdom, a regal term will be used, “Royal Law,” Jas. 2:8.   If the law named is 
showing our liberty from the “Law of Moses,” the expression “Law of Liberty” is used, Jas. 2:12.  In general 
there is an expression used that is, “The Law of Christ,” Gal. 6:2.  There is only one “law” for “one 
people.”  There is no such thing as one people being under different laws and subject to different laws.  
We are under one law and that law is the “Law of Christ.”  The Law the Kingdom is under is the one law, 
the Body is under the one Law and is the one law the Flock is under, and the one law the Bride is under – 
all of these are the same head – Jesus – and the same people,” Kingdom,” “Body,” “Flock,” and “Bride,” 
and they are all under the same law!  We are contending for one person with authority over “all” Jesus, 
and one people who have subjected themselves to this person’s authority, “Christians.” 
 
When one obeys the Gospel and becomes a Christian, that same act of obedience puts one into the 
“Kingdom,” the “Body,” the “Flock,” and also the “Bride.”  When I look at Jno. 3:5 and notice the “New 
Birth” puts one into the “Kingdom.”  I also observe that, “For in one spirit were we all baptized into one 
body,” I Cor. 12:13.  In the “New Birth” of Jno. 3:5 there is water and spirit.  In becoming a part of the 
“body,” there is the “spirit and water” to enter the one body, which is the church, Eph. 1:22-23.  This is 
saying that through the “instruction of the Spirit one is taught to be baptized in water,” (This is the only act 
in the New Testament that has water associated with it, baptism), I Cor. 12:13.  The “New Birth,” caused 
one to be “born anew,” and being baptized in water caused one to “arise and walk in newness of life,” 
Rom. 6:4.  This is arguing only one of the points; but, what put one in the “Kingdom,” is the same thing that 
put one into the “body” the “Church.” Eph. 1:22-23.  To argue this for the “Kingdom,” and the “Church,” is to 
argue the same for the “Flock” and the “Church,” – they are the same, Acts 20:28.  When one obeys the 
Gospel and becomes a Christian, that same act of obedience puts one into the “Kingdom,” into the “Body,” 
into the “Flock,” and is also into the position of being thee “Bride.”                                               Caa ….. 
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